The Complex Angular Momentum (CAM) representation of (scalar) fourpoint functions has been previously established starting from the general principles of local relativistic Quantum Field Theory (QFT). Here, we carry out the diagonalization of the general t-channel Bethe-Salpeter (BS) structure of four point functions in the corresponding CAM variable λ t , for all negative values of the squared-energy variable t. This diagonalization is closely related to the existence of BS-equations for the absorptive parts in the crossed channels, interpreted as convolution equations with spectral properties. The concept of Regge poles governing the asymptotic behaviour of the four-point function at fixed negative t then appears as built-in in the analytic axiomatic framework of QFT and the factorization of residues in terms of Euclidean three-point functions is established.
Introduction
In a previous paper [1] , we have proved that the existence of analytic structures in the Complex Angular Momentum (CAM) variables is a general property of Quantum Field Theories (QFT) satisfying the basic principles [2] of local commutativity, Poincaré invariance, spectral condition and temperate ultraviolet behaviour. Considering four-point functions H([k]) of general relativistic scalar fields in a given two-field channel called the "t−channel", we have in fact shown that appropriate Laplace-type transformsH (s) andH (a) of H are holomorphic functions of a CAM variable λ t , dual to the (off-shell) scattering angle Θ t of the t−channel. The analyticity domain which was obtained forH (s) andH
is a half-plane of the form ℜeλ t > N H , where the number N H (N H > 0) corresponds to a certain "degree of temperateness" of H([k]) at large momenta.
This domain was obtained for all negative values of the squared total energy t of the channel considered.
In the present paper, whose main results were sketched without proofs in [3] , we shall show that the property of meromorphic continuation ofH (s) and H (a) in a strip of the form N B < ℜeλ t < N H is a consequence of the general Bethe-Salpeter-type structure of H([k]), provided this structure be encoded in a "two-particle-irreducible" or Bethe-Salpeter-type (BS-)kernel B with degree of temperateness N B better (i.e. smaller) than N H . The polar singularities of these meromorphic functionsH (s) andH (a) then appear as genuine "Regge poles" with equations of the form λ t = λ (s) (t), λ t = λ (a) (t), namely as analytic manifolds in the space of joint variables (t, λ t ).
Compared with the derivation of the CAM meromorphic structure in (nonrelativistic) potential theory, which was performed in the basic works of Regge [4] in the framework of Schrödinger equation for the partial waves, our work can be characterized by the following features, appearing as built-in in the general framework of QFT: a) Analyticity and power bounds of H([k]) in a cut-plane of the complex variable cos Θ t for all t < 0 and negative values of the squared-mass variables corresponding (for real Θ t ) to Euclidean energy-momenta, namely purely imaginary values of the energies and real values of the momenta. c) Existence of a Fourier-Laplace-type bijection L d between the symmetrized (resp. antisymmetrized) combinations ∆H (s) (cosh v) (resp. ∆H (a) (cosh v)) of the crossed-channel absorptive parts and the holomorphic functionH (s) (λ t ) (resp.H (a) (λ t )). This transformation L d is such thatH (s) andH (a) provide Carlsonian interpolations [5] respectively for the sets of even and odd partial waves of the (off-shell) four-point function at Euclidean energy-momenta: in this QFT axiomatic framework, a new geometrical version of the FroissartGribov property [6, 7] is here displayed in terms of analytic continuation from a (Euclidean) sphere to a (Minkowskian) one-sheeted hyperboloid. d) Diagonalization in the CAM variable λ t of the structural BS-type integral relations satisfied by the absorptive parts ∆H (s) and ∆H (a) , this diagonalized form providing CAM-interpolations for the BS-relations satisfied (respectively) by the even and odd partial waves. While a),b) and c) have been extensively studied in [1] , d) and e) are carried out in the present paper.
To be more precise, we start from a t−channel Bethe-Salpeter type structural equation for the four-point function of scalar fields; the latter is consid-ered in the space of Euclidean energy-momenta which is fully contained in the primitive axiomatic analyticity domain. Such an integral equation involves a ("regularized two-particle-irreducible") Bethe-Salpeter-type kernel B whose introduction is completely justified on the basis of the general principles of local QFT and (as proved in [8, 9] ) the complete two-field structure of the theory in the t−channel is encoded in this equation. These results and the corresponding structural equation for the absorptive parts in the crossed s and u−channels [8, 10] are recalled in Sec 2. In Sec.3, we work out various aspects of these structures in the mass variables and angular variables and ultimately in the CAM variable λ t . After having written the BS-equation in the mass variables and angular variables we perform its partial-wave decomposition in the Euclidean region in terms of "off-shell Euclidean partial-waves". Next we are interested in performing the analytic continuation of the BS-equation from Euclidean subspace to the real Minkowskian subspace by travelling in the complex angular variables of the t−channel inside the "enlarged analyticity domain" obtained in [1] until reaching the spectral sets of the crossed s and u−channels. This allows one to give a new approach to the (t−channel) BS-equations for the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the s and u−channel absorptive parts. In this study, an important role is played by an appropriate class of holomorphic kernels on the complexified hyperboloid, called "perikernels", and by the "⋆ (c) −convolution product" of such kernels [11] , which is diagonalized by the Laplace-type transformation L d . It follows that the BS-equations for the s and u−channel absorptive parts admit "t-channel Laplace-type transforms" which are themseves Fredholm-type integral equations depending analytically of the CAM variable λ t in a half-plane of the form ℜeλ t > N . In view of the results of [1] ("Froissart-Gribov equalities"), these integral relations provide Carlsonian interpolations in this half-plane of the corresponding BS-equations for the even and odd Euclidean partial waves. Finally the theory of Fredholm resolvent equations and specifically the N /D method, N and D being regarded as analytic functions of both variables t and λ t , provide a general framework for generating Regge poles, under an additional temperateness assumption to be satisfied by B. This is performed in Sec 4, where a special attention has been given to the factorized structure of the residues of these poles, whose generic form appears as a byproduct of Fredholm theory. The fact that these polar terms i) are responsible for the leading behaviour of the four-point function at fixed t (t being here negative), ii) have factorized residues which can be interpreted in terms of Euclidean three-point functions leads us to introduce in our outlook (Sec 5) the concept of Reggeized quantum field in the general axiomatic framework of QFT. Finally we devote an Appendix to a survey of the Fredholm theory in complex space with complex parameters [8, 9, 13, 17] , which covers the various versions of BS-equations encountered in Sec.3 and 4; it establishes the corresponding analyticity properties and bounds of their solutions in the relevant variables.
2 Bethe-Salpeter-type structure of four-point functions in the t-channel: general properties
We are concerned with relativistic local field theory in (d + 1)− dimensional space-time, with d ≥ 1 throughout this section; in the rest of the paper, the interesting structures are relevant for all d ≥ 2. As our main object of study, we consider a general four-point function in complex momentum space C d+1 , denoted by H ([k]) , which describes the interaction of two local (and mutually local) fields φ 1 and φ 2 ; we specify a certain "t-channel", with squaredtotal energy t = (k 1 + k 2 ) 2 as associated with "two-field states" of the form 
describe incoming and outgoing energymomentum vectors carried by the field φ i (i = 1, 2) . We moreover assume that the function H ([k]) is amputated from the four external propagator factors
two-point function of the field φ i . We introduce the incoming and outgoing relative energy-momentum
and we also write
a function of the three independent complex vectors K, Z, Z ′ . We refer to [1] for a short survey of the axiomatic analyticity properties of H ([k]) . A basic fact is that, for any fixed Lorentz frame LF with energymomentum coordinates
is holomorphic for all real or complex values of the energycomponents
and real values of the momentum-components − → K , − → Z , − → Z ′ , except on "cuts" which are defined by "spectral sets" in the various mass and channel-energy variables
In each of these expressions, the notation k
across the cuts defined respectively by the spectral sets Σ s (s s 0 ) , Σ u (u u 0 ) , Σ t (t t 0 ) ; s 0 , t 0 , u 0 denote the corresponding mass thresholds of these spectral sets (here supposed to be strictly positive).
It is worthwhile to note that for all massive field theories this subset D LF of the primitive axiomatic analyticity domain contains the whole corresponding "Euclidean subspace" of complex energy-momentum space, namely the set of all complex configurations (K, Z, Z ′ ) whose energy-components (
are purely imaginary and whose momentum components
are real in the Lorentz frame LF considered.
Another aspect which plays an essential role in the following concerns "temperateness properties" of the four-point function H ([k]) , which we assume to be of the form specified in formula (3.1) of [1] . These properties imply bounds of the following form
where N H is a fixed power (N H 0) and the notation k stands for the norm of the complex vector k = (
; the function C loc includes an inverse power dependence with respect to the distance of the point (K, Z, Z ′ ) from the union of the spectral sets, which takes into account the distribution character of the boundary values of H([k]) on the reals. The bound (2.1) holds uniformly in the Euclidean subspace and moreover in the following parts of the axiomatic analyticity domain, which are of basic use for the BS-structure: a) the subset D LF used in [8, 9] , b) The union of the complex domains D (w,w ′ ,ρ ′ ) in one vector k (for all w, w ′ , ρ ′ ) introduced in [1] (see Propositions 3 and 4 of the latter).
2.1 A recall of axiomatic results on the Bethe-Salpeter structure of four-point functions
In [8, 9] , it has been shown that for massive QFT's satisfying the postulate of "asymptotic completeness of two-particle states" (or "off-shell unitarity in the two particle spectral region") and an additional regularity assumption in the energy-variable t (for t ≥ t 0 ), the two-particle t-channel analytic structure of
is entirely encoded in any Bethe-Salpeter-type integral equation of the following form
where the "Bethe-Salpeter kernel"
is a four-point function satisfying the same axiomatic analyticity properties and bounds of the form (2.1)
1 as H ([k]) and in addition the property of "two-particle irreducibility in the t-channel". This means that the corresponding absorptive part (or discontinuity) ∆ t B of B vanishes in the two-particle region, which is of the form 1 These analyticity properties and bounds of B are implied by those of H, except for possible "CDD poles" in K corresponding to the Fredholm alternative, which can be excluded for t negative and |t| sufficiently large under a suitable choice of the regularized propagators Π 
As a matter of fact, these poles are present in the function G (K, Z ′′ ) under the integral of Eq.(2.2), which represents a "regularized double-propagator" with respect to the internal (d + 1)−momenta k
, of the following form:
is a regularized form of Π i obtained by multiplying the latter by a suitable Pauli-Villars-type factor, equal to 1 on the mass shell. The only required property is that Π 
with r sufficiently large and c < 1, for k i Euclidean (i.e.
If r is sufficiently large with respect to N, Eq. (2.2) is a genuine Fredholm integral equation (depending analytically on the vector parameter K) which allows one to define B ([k]) in terms of H ([k]) , with B also satisfying bounds of the form (2.1). In [8, 9] , Eq. (2.2) has been shown to extend by analytic continuation to all configurations (K, Z, Z ′ ) in the subset D LF of the axiomatic domain, provided Γ (K) is distorted from its initial situation E d+1 = E d+1 (LF ) in order to remain in the analyticity domain of the integrand and to have an infinite part parallel to E d+1 . (Of course, by using the Lorentz invariance of the axiomatic domain, Eq.(2.2) is also shown to sweep similarly the subsets D LF associated with all Lorentz frames LF ). In the following, we shall call "Feynman convolution" and denote by (B • t H) (K; Z, Z ′ ) the integral at the r.h.s. of Eq.(2.2), which enjoys the axiomatic analyticity properties of a fourpoint function. Eq.(2.2) can thus be rewritten in short:
The analysis of [8, 9] relies on the exploitation of Eq. (2.2) as a Fredholm resolvent integral equation on the space Γ (K) , depending analytically of the (vector) parameter K. In particular, the result of this analysis is that H ([k]) can be written as a ratio of the following form
where N B (K; Z, Z ′ ) is a four-point function and D B K 2 is a two-point function, defined in terms of B and G through the appropriate Fredholm series. N B and D B are proven to admit analytic continuations in the variable t = K 2 across the two-particle region t 0 t < M 2 in a ramified domain around the twoparticle threshold t = t 0 . 2.2 Bethe-Salpeter equations for the absorptive parts in the crossed channels
In the present paper, we shall not exploit Eq. (2.2) for the latter meromorphic structure in t occurring at Re t > 0, but for its remarkable implications in the crossed channels, namely the s and u-channels. In fact, it has been shown in [8, 10] that Eq. (2.2) implies corresponding integral relations between the absorptive parts ∆ s H, ∆ u H of H and ∆ s B, ∆ u B of B, which need to be recalled with some care. In these relations, the Feynman convolution • t is replaced by a composition product ♦ t involving integration on a certain compact set specified below. We now write these relations in the following concise form, before giving their detailed meaning and interpretation:
In the latter, the absorptive part ∆ s H (and similarly for ∆ s B) is specified as follows:
The support of ∆ s H (or ∆ s B), which is the spectral set
is contained in the union of the following two disjoint sets
where V + (resp. V − ) denotes the open forward (resp. backward) cone: The absorptive part ∆ u H (and similarly for ∆ u B) is specified as follows:
The support of ∆ u H (or ∆ u B), which is the spectral set
The corresponding restrictions of ∆ u H (resp.∆ u B) to Σ 
and defines the composition product ♦ t as follows:
and similarly
It is important to note (in view of the distribution character of the absorptive parts ∆ s,u H and ∆ s,u B in the corresponding variables s and u respectively) that these composition products are always well-defined in the sense of distributions in view of the compactness of the integration region.
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) specify completely the meaning of formula (2.6) in the case when
The complete specification of formulae (2.6) and (2.7) for configurations (K, Z, Z ′ ) contained respectively in Σ The derivation of formulae (2.6), (2.7), which is obtained by taking the absorptive parts ∆ s and ∆ u of both sides of Eq. (2.2), relies on the following discontinuity formulae; for any pair of four-point functions (F 1 , F 2 ) , one has:
and
These formulae have been derived in [8, 10] by performing suitable distortions of the integration cycle Γ(K) (starting from E d+1 ) in the Feynman-convolution product (
These distortions, which are performed in the energy variable Z ′′ (0) inside the axiomatic domain of the integrand, lead one to fold the cycle Γ(K) around the supports of the absorptive parts ∆ s,u F 1 and ∆ s,u F 2 in limiting situations Γ(K) = Γ s± (K) (resp. Γ u± (K)) where s = ℜes ± iη (resp. u = ℜeu ± iη), with η positive and tending to zero. Taking the discontinuities ∆ s (resp. ∆ u ) between the convolution integrals on Γ s+ (K) and Γ s− (K) (resp. Γ u+ (K) and Γ u− (K)) then reduces the integration cycle to the compact cycle with support ♦ (εZ, ε ′ Z ′ ) previously defined. A nice property enjoyed by the previous formulae (2.12), (2.13) is the following Additivity property of spectral sets:
have their spectral sets Σ s and Σ u specified respectively by the conditions s ≥ s 1 , u ≥ u 1 and s ≥ s 2 , u ≥ u 2 , then the following support properties hold, inside each connected component Σ
This directly follows from the definition (2.10) of ♦ t for ∆ s F 1 ♦ t ∆ s F 2 by using the fact that
respectively contained in the sets defined by the conditions:
Formulae (2.6) and (2.7) appear as a pair of coupled Fredholm-type equations (depending on K) which we call "Bethe-Salpeter equations for the crossedchannel absorptive-parts". A remarkable feature of these equations, which is due to the "additivity property of spectral sets", is the following Finiteness property of the Bethe-Salpeter equations for crossed-channel absorptive-parts (theorem 1 of [8] ):
In any bounded region of the variables s and u, the Bethe-Salpeter equations (2.6) and (2.7) for ∆ s H and ∆ u H can be solved explicitly by a finite number of ♦ t -composition-products.
In fact, by applying the standard iteration procedure to Eq. (2.6), one gets the following relations, written for simplicity in the case when s 0 = u 0 :
For s < 9s 0 ,
For s < 16s 0 ,
( 2.14) etc...
Eq. (2.7) is solved by similar expressions for ∆ u H.
3 Transferring the Bethe-Salpeter structure from complex momentum space to mass and complexangular-momentum variables
In this section, we shall derive alternative versions of the Bethe-Salpeter equations (2.2) and (2.6),(2.7) in which the complex energy-momentum vectors are replaced 1) by squared-mass and complex-angular variables and 2) by squaredmass and complex-angular-momentum (CAM) variables. Throughout these two steps, the four-point function H([k]) is considered as given with its axiomatic analyticity properties and temperate bounds of the form (2.1), which imply (according to the results of [1] ) two corresponding sets of properties in the complex-angular and CAM variables. At each step, analogous properties of the Bethe-Salpeter kernel B will appear as derived from those of H by applying the Fredholm method or "N /D-method" in complex-space to the corresponding version of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The common point to these various versions will be the occurrence of an integration-space involving radial and longitudinal variables (ρ, w), equivalent to "squared-mass variables" ζ ≡ (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ), as described below. A unified presentation of the relevant results of the N /Dmethod in complex-space, applicable to these various versions is summarized in the Appendix .
We now assume that d ≥ 2 and fix once for all the total energy-momentum vector K of the t-channel in such a way that K is space-like (i.e. t < 0); we choose a system of space-time coordinates such that K = 0, 0, ..., 0,
We adopt the parametrization of the vector variables Z, Z ′ in terms of radial, longitudinal and angular variables ρ, w, z and ρ
where the vectors
are such that:
The radial and longitudinal variables (ρ, w) (resp. (ρ ′ , w ′ )) can be equivalently replaced by the "squared-mass variables" ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) , resp. ζ
, where
and one has:
The variables ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ will always be real, with ρ > 0, ρ ′ > 0, which means that (ζ, ζ ′ ) varies in the real region ∆ t × ∆ t , where ∆ t is the parabolic region of (negative) "Euclidean squared-masses" (see fig. 1 
On the contrary, the vector variables z, z ′ or "hyperbolic angular variables" are allowed to vary on the whole complex hyperboloid X (c)
and one introduces the variable cos Θ t = −z.z ′ , Θ t being interpreted as the off-shell (complex) scattering angle in the t-channel.
Bethe-Salpeter equation in the mass variables and angular variables -Partial-wave decomposition in the Euclidean region
In this subsection, we shall assume that the vectors Z, Z ′ remain in the Euclidean subspace E d+1 which in the parametrization (3.1), (3.2) corresponds to choosing the complex vectors z, z ′ on a unit sphere of dimension d − 1, called
We then intend to write the Bethe-Salpeter equation (2.2) in the Euclidean subspace E d+1 in terms of the radial, longitudinal and angular variables. We shall use the fact that the four-point function H ([k]) of the scalar fields (φ 1 , φ 2 ) , and therefore also B ([k]) are invariant under the connected part of the complex Lorentz group SO (c) 0 (1, d) . This implies that these functions only depend on the Lorentz-invariant variables (ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , t) , or equivalently ζ, ζ ′ , t and z · z ′ = − ω · ω ′ = − cos Θ t , the restrictions of these functions to the Euclidean subspace (E d+1 ) 3 being then invariant under the connected orthogonal group SO 0 (d + 1). One can thus put (with notations similar to those of [1] , Eq. (3.24)):
We note that in view of Eq(3.1), the bounds (2.1) on H in (E d+1 ) 3 can be rewritten as follows , with a suitable constant C
In view of the Lorentz invariance of the propagator Π
3) can also be rewritten as follows: 11) and the bounds (2.4) then yield corresp[ondingly:
In view of (3.1) ...(3.6), the integration measure dZ on E d+1 reads:
We can now give the following alternative form of the BS-equation (2.2) in Euclidean space in terms of mass variables and angular variables; as shown in the Appendix, the bounds (3.9), (3.12) on H and G ensure that this integral relation is a genuine Fredholm equation depending on the parameter t for all t < 0. One obtains:
where:
or equivalently, by using the mass variables and introducing the convolution product * of SO (d)-invariant kernels a and b on the sphere
Let us now introduce the "partial-wave expansion" of invariant kernels a ( ω · ω ′ ) ≡ a (cos θ) on the sphere S d−1 by the following formulae:
where the functions P
are the "ultraspherical Legendre polynomials", given by the following integral representation:
is the area of the sphere S d−1 .
Eq.
(3.20) allows us to introduce the "t−channel partial-waves"
and similarly for B ([k]):
By now using the "factorization property" 2 according to which the partial waves of (a * b) ( ω · ω ′ ) are: 
Note that each of these integral equations is comparable to a Bethe-Salpeter equation for field theory in two-dimensional space-time. In view of the bounds (3.9) for H and (3.12) for G, the integral equations (3.15) and (3.26) appear as Fredholm resolvent equations, to which the results of the Appendix apply (see Proposition A1 with z, z ′ varying in Γ 0 for Eq (3.15) and the remark after Proposition A3 for Eqs (3.26)).
Bethe-Salpeter equation for absorptive parts in the mass variables and angular variables: perikernel structure
In section 2, we have recalled the fact that the axiomatic analyticity domain of
contains the Euclidean subspace of complex momentumspace and provides a connection between the latter and the real Minkowskian subspace by travelling in the complex energy variables
′ . This allowed one to reach the spectral sets Σ s , Σ u , to compute the corresponding discontinuities of B• t H and thereby to obtain the Bethe-Salpeter equations (2.6) and (2.7) for the absorptive parts of H ([k]) in the s and uchannels. This derivation was valid for arbitrary vectors
, an analyticity property of similar type, but actually different since adapted to the mass variables and angular variables (ζ, z) , ζ ′ , z ′ , was established in [1] .In fact, it was proven there that for all (real) values of ζ, ζ ′ in ∆ t × ∆ t , the "enlarged " axiomatic analyticity domain of H ([k]) , obtained by geometrical techniques of analytic completion, contains the whole complex manifoldΩ (ζ,ζ ′ ,K) parametrized by Eqs. (3.1) ...(3.6), in 
The class of functions K(z, z ′ ) holomorphic in the previous cut-domains of
when they are Lorentz invariant) has been extensively studied in [11, 12] under the name of (invariant) perikernels, and their discontinuities have been characterized as (invariant) "Volterra kernels" on the one-sheeted hyperboloid X d−1 ; useful results involving these notions will be recalled below.
Such a perikernel structure is satisfied not only by H([k]) but also by the BSkernel B([k]), since the latter enjoys the same analyticity domain as H([k]) for fixed K (with t = K 2 < 0); so we shall put similarly
. This perikernel structure of B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (−z · z ′ ) will also be reobtained below in two ways by introducing and solving appropriate extensions of the BS-equations (3.18) and (3.26).
In the continuation of this program, a basic role is played by the bounds (2.1) which H([k]) is assumed to satisfy in its axiomatic domain, in particular in the sets D (w,w ′ ,ρ ′ ) of Propositions 3, 4 of [1] . In fact, it has been established in theorem 1 of [1] that bounds of the following form hold in each submanifold Ω (ζ,ζ ′ ,K) :
In the latter, n H describes the maximal local order of singularity of the distributionboundary-values of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) on the reals. We shall consider here n H as being independent 3 of the exponent N H which governs the behaviour of H at infinity according to the assumed bounds (2.1). Concerning the "constant" C (H) (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) , one can check (by following the proof of theorem 1 of [1] ) that it can be taken equal to the uniform bound of H in the Euclidean subspace, namely (see (3.9)):
(3.28)
Absorptive parts: passage to the mass variables and hyperbolic angular variables; convolution products ♦ The absorptive parts ∆ s H, ∆ u H (resp. ∆ s B, ∆ u B) defined in section 2 also appear at fixed ζ, ζ ′ , t (or (ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , t)) as being equal to the discontinuities
). The supports of these discontinuities, obtained by writing the condi-
2) are respectively:
It is easy to check that these sets are respectively contained in the regions
e. belonging to the real onesheeted hyperboloid X d−1 , these relations express the fact that z is either in the "future" or in the "past" of z ′ (resp.−z ′ ). (Note that the future and the past of z ′ , namely the regions [14] under the name of "Volterra kernels" on X d−1 . One introduces similarly the kernels ∆ ± u H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (z, z ′ ) with respective supports Σ ± u ζ, ζ ′ , t distinguished by the conditions ± (z + z ′ ) ∈V + , which are represented by the same function ∆ u H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (−z · z ′ ) . These considerations will now allow us to reinterpret the Bethe-Salpeter equations for the absorptive parts (2.6) and (2.7), after rewriting the latter in terms of the mass variables (ζ, ζ ′ ) and of the "hyperbolic angular variables" z, z ′ , varying on X d−1 . As a counterpart of our expression (3.16) of (B • t H) in Euclidean space, we can in fact rewrite the corresponding composition product ∆ s B ⋄ t ∆ s H (see Eq. (2.10)) as follows, in the situation where Z is in the future of Z ′ (a similar expression would be obtained in the opposite situation):
where dz ′′ denotes the Lorentz-invariant measure dz
The fact that the integration region on X d−1 is restricted to the double-cone ♦ (z, z ′ ) is a consequence of the integration prescription {Z ′′ ∈ ♦ (Z, Z ′ )} expressing the support properties of ∆ s B(K; Z, Z ′ ) and ∆ s H(K; Z, Z ′ ) in Eq.
(2.10). This results from the implication relation Z − Z ′ ∈ V + =⇒ z − z ′ ∈V + , obvious from the following identities (entailed by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2)):
Moreover the same support properties of ∆ s B and ∆ s H also imply that the integrand at the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.31) vanishes outside a compact subset of the space of integration variables (ρ ′′ , w ′′ ); the integral (3.31) is therefore well-defined independently of the bounds on ∆ s B and ∆ s H.
It is now appropriate to introduce the notion of convolution product ♦ of Volterra kernels on the one-sheeted hyperboloid (see [14, 11] ) by the following formula:
It is to be noted that, due to the compactness of the integration region in (3.34), this convolution product remains meaningful for distribution-like Volterra kernels. For invariant Volterra kernels, which are of the form
), formula (3.34) takes the following alternative form:
v1≥0,v2≥0 v1+v2≤v
Using the latter and the notation ∆ s H [t; ρ, w; ρ
and similarly for ∆ s B), we can then rewrite Eq. (3.31) as follows:
Similar expressions could be written for the three other composition products
, in terms of corresponding convolution products of Volterra kernels.
From the Euclidean BS-equation to the BS-equation for s and u−channel absorptive parts through contour-distortion of "perikernel convolution products"
We now recall the basic relationship which relates the * -convolution product of kernels on the "Euclidean" sphere S d−1 and the ♦−convolution product of Volterra kernels on the one-sheeted hyperboloid X d−1 (theorem 2' of [11] ).
Being given two perikernels
i) the restrictions of K, K 1 , K 2 , to the "Euclidean" sphere S d−1 are such that:
are given by the following ♦−convolution products: 
obtained by continuous distortion inside the analyticity domain of the integrand from the special cycle
This statement can then be applied for each set of fixed values of ζ, ζ ′ , ζ ′′ , t to the (invariant) perikernels B (ζ,ζ ′′ ,t) (−z · z ′′ ) and 
, under the following form:
The latter can be considered as a Fredholm resolvent equation in complex space whose integration space is the product of ∆ t by the "floating cycle" Γ on which the complex points z, z ′ vary. In view of general results of [13] adapted to the present situation in the Appendix, the function B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (z, z ′ ) is directly obtained with its full perikernel structure as the solution of the Fredholm equation (3.40) : in fact, B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (z, z ′ ) can be identified with the resolvent R H|α=−1 (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ) of Propositions A1 and A2 (F being replaced by H). In the case when the boundary values of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (z, z ′ ) and its discontinuities are continuous (namely if the bounds (3.27) hold with n H = 0), the Fredholm solution B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (z, z ′ ) of Eq. (3.40) satisfies the same regularity properties and therefore one can apply the property ii) (Eq. (3.38) ) of the * (c) −composition product of perikernels for computing side-by-side the discontinuities of Eq. (3.40). This yields:
Then by comparing the convolution products here obtained with the forms (3.31),(3.36) of the ♦ t −compositionproduct (2.10), we see that the latter equations are in fact identical to Eqs (2.6),(2.7). So in this new presentation making use of perikernel-convolutionproducts, we have reobtained the BS-equations for the absorptive parts in terms of mass variables and hyperbolic angular variables.
We now make use of the fact that both Volterra kernels ∆ 
In these equations , all the terms are functions of the variable cosh v varying on the half-line [1, +∞[.
Symmetrized and antisymmetrized Bethe-Salpeter equations for the absorptive parts:
Let us put
Then by adding-up and subtracting Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) side by side one obtains the following decoupled Bethe-Salpeter equations for the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the s and u-channel absorptive parts:
(3.48)
The case of distribution-like boundary values
This more general case is characterized by a positive exponent n H in the bound (3.27) on H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ). Then the function B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) obtained as the Fredholm resolvent of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) from Eq. (3.40) cannot be proved directly to enjoy a similar power bound near the reals (in view of the occurrence of the factor | sin ℜeΘ t | −nH in the constant M Γ inside the argument of the entire function Φ ′ in the bound (A.20)). The fact that such a power and the corresponding distribution character of the boundary values of B (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) still hold true (near the s and u−cuts) is a consequence of the following properties: a) For any Feynman convolution F 1 • t F 2 and for any composition product of perikernels K 1 * (c) K 2 , the discontinuity formulae (2.12),(2.13) and (3.38) can still be justified (by the corresponding contour-distortion arguments) when the boundary values are not continuous but governed by power bounds near the reals. These formulae then hold as well-defined convolution-type products of distributions with supports in a salient cone (resulting in the double-coneshaped integration region of the ♦ t and ♦−products). b) In view of the additivity property of spectral regions (see Sec 2), any fourpoint function of the form H
•t(n+1) = H • t · · · • t H (n products) has absorptive parts ∆ s H •t(n+1) and ∆ u H •t(n+1) admitting thresholds s n and u n "of order n": to make it simple, in the case when s 0 = u 0 one has s n = u n = (n + 1) 2 s 0 . c) For every n let B n+1 (K, Z, Z ′ ) be the solution of the auxiliary equation
. B n+1 has the same analyticity domain as H
•t(n+1) , namely it has the same thresholds s = s n , u = u n . This results either from the Fredholm-type analysis of [8, 9] or from the present one in the perikernel framework by using contours Γ in X 
Complex angular momentum diagonalization of the Bethe-Salpeter equation
We shall now apply the main result of [1] (theorem 5) to the four-point function
. This result relies basically on the Laplace-type L d −transformation (see [12] for a complete study) which associates with each invariant Volterra kernel with moderate growth
the following analytic function (see proposition III-3 of [12] ): According to theorem 5 of [1] , the absorptive parts ∆ s H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) and ∆ u H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) of a function H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) satisfying the bounds (3.27) admit "t-channel Laplace-type transforms"H s ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t andH u ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t , which are holomorphic with respect to the complex angular momentum variable λ t in the half-plane C (NH ) + . These Laplace-type transforms, obtained by applying the L d −transformation (3.50) at fixed values of ζ, ζ ′ , t are:
In the general case, these formulae have to be understood in the sense of distributions, namely with Q
playing the role of a test-function.
Moreover, the "symmetric and antisymmetric Laplace-type transforms"
which are defined in terms of ∆ (s) H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) and ∆ (a) H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (see Eqs (3.45), (3.46)) via the similar formulae:
enjoy the following "Froissart-Gribov-type equalities" (for all positive ε, ε ′ ) : 
SinceH
(s) andH (a) provide interpolations in the variable λ t of the respective sequences of even and odd Euclidean partial waves {h 2ℓ (ζ, ζ
, it is now natural to consider the corresponding interpolations in λ t (for ℜeλ t > N H ) of the BS-equations (3.26) for these partial waves, which can be written as follows:
We have thus obtained two decoupled Bethe-Salpeter-type equations forB (s) and forB (a) in terms ofH (s) andH (a) respectively, in which the Fredholm integration space reduces to the two-dimensional real region ∆ t of the plane of squared-mass variables
In view of the mass-dependence (contained in C (H) (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) ) of the uniform bounds (3.57) onH (s) andH (a) , the Fredholm method can again be applied in the equivalent, but simpler form specified in the Appendix, where the variable integration space {ζ ∈ ∆ t } is replaced by the fixed integration space {(ρ ′′ , w ′′ ) ∈ R + × R}. This proves the existence of the solutionsB (s) (ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t ) andB (a) (ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t ) of the integral equations (3.58), depending meromorphically on the parameters t and λ t for (t, λ t ) varying in R − × C (NH ) + . By construction, these functionsB (s) andB (a) are interpolations in the λ t −plane of the corresponding Euclidean partial waves {b 2ℓ (ζ, ζ ′ , t); 2ℓ > N H } and {b 2ℓ+1 (ζ, ζ ′ , t); 2ℓ + 1 > N H } of the Bethe-Salpeter kernel B([k]), namely there holds the following Froissart-Gribov-type equalities: (resp,H (a) ), we can make the following remark on the corresponding resolvent R F |α=−1 =B (s) (resp.B (a) ).
Remark the general bounds (3.57) on H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) ( corresponding to a choice of the function C(λ t ) of Proposition A3 essentially proportional to
), imply bounds of the type (A.22) on the productB (s),(a) (ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t )× DH(s)(a) |α=−1 (t, λ t ) which are comparable to (3.57) concerning their dependence in the mass variables, but contain in general no temperate dependence with respect to λ t in C (NH ) + ; this also corresponds to the impossibility of controlling a priori the poles ofB (s),(a) in the limit |λ t | → ∞.
In the following, we shall always be led to assume that B satisfies an extraassumption of temperateness which leads us to the following statement 
Moreover, the BS-equations (3.58) then appear as "diagonalized forms" of the original BS-equations (3.47),(3.48).
For simplicity, we give the proof of this result for the case when ∆ 
We shall apply the result of [12] (proposition III-2) according to which the L d −transform of the convolution product F 1 ♦F 2 of invariant Volterra kernels 35) ), is equal to the productF 1 (λ) ×F 2 (λ) .
More precisely (see proposition II-2i) of [12] ), if the kernels F i (i = 1, 2) are regular functions satisfying norm conditions of the form
then their Volterra convolution product satisfies a bound of the form
where c N is a numerical constant. Correspondingly, the productF 1 ×F 2 is holomorphic in C (N ) + and one has: λ (cosh v) (see [12] ). Assuming that the absorptive parts ∆ (s),(a) H, ∆ (s),(a) B satisfy norm conditions of the form (3.63) with the mass dependence given by Eq. (3.28), namely
(ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (as it is implied by (3.27) if n H = 0) and
, (c H and c B being numerical constants), then it follows from (3.64),(3.65) that the repeated integral
is absolutely convergent and therefore equal to the double integral at the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.62). The integral over v in (3.66) is the L d −transform of a Volterra convolution, equal to the productB
. This shows that Eq.(3.62) coincides with the corresponding BS-equation . The case when ∆ (s),(a) B (ζ,ζ ′′ ,t) are distributions can be treated similarly, since the convolution product F 1 ♦F 2 of distribution-like invariant Volterra kernels is again transformed by L d in the corresponding productF 1 (λ) ×F 2 (λ), these holomorphic functions admitting now a power bound in |λ| instead of being bounded.
Bethe-Salpeter generation of Regge poles:
the general framework
In Sec 3 we have exhibited how the BS-type structure resulting from the general (axiomatic) framework of QFT can be expressed in terms of mass variables and angular variables, and then in terms of the CAM variable; at each step, this was done by considering the kernel B (resp.B (s),(a) ) as determined by H via the Fredholm method. In the present section, we shall adopt a more exploratory viewpoint by assuming that in the field theory under consideration, the kernel B([k]) = B[t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , cos Θ t ] satisfies temperateness properties in the variable cos Θ t = −z · z ′ which are "better than" those of H. We then intend to draw the consequences of these additional assumptions on B for the structure of H.
More specifically, we shall now assume that B satisfies the following bounds involving a given exponent N B and a positive constant C (B) E : i) for all u ((0 ≤ u ≤ π and π ≤ u ≤ 2π, the jumps at u = 0 and u = π being taken into account),
In these assumptions, the real number N B is supposed to satisfy the conditions
2 ) < N B < N H . So, if we compare the previous assumptions on B with the corresponding bounds (3.27), (3.28) on H, we see that they differ under two respects: a) the increase at infinity in the cos Θ t −plane is governed by e As in Sec 3, the support of the absorptive part ∆ s B (resp. ∆ u B) is defined by the threshold v s ≥ 0 (resp. v u ≥ 0) given by Eq (3.29) (resp. (3.30)) and one puts v 0 = min(v s , v u ). There holds the following 
where Ψ denotes a bounded positive function on [0, ∞[, tending to zero at infinity. These majorizations hold uniformly for all (ζ, ζ ′ ) ∈ ∆ t × ∆ t , t < 0 and
The proof of the latter relies on the fact that the action of the L d −transformation on ∆ (s),(a) B factorizes as follows (see [12] , formulae (III-1),(III-3)):
It can be seen (see corollary of Proposition II-6 in [12] ) that in view of the condition
implies the same L 1 −bound (up to a constant factor) on ∆ (s),(a) B(ζ, ζ ′ ; t, w) Then since Eq. (4.5) represents a usual Fourier-Laplace transformation, the announced bound (4.4) readily follows from the Lebesgue theorem.
Remark a similar result holds if the bound (4.7) is satisfied only in the sense of distributions: this is the case e.g. if B contains a simple or multiple pole of the form (cos Θ t − cosh v 0 ) −q , interpreted as a "particle-exhange" (or Yukawa-type) contribution for q = 1, or as a more singular "gluon-type exchange" contribution for q ≥ 1.
The following steps can now be taken:
in the strip
We are in a position to apply the results of Proposition A3 to the BS-equation (3.58), regarded as a Fredholm-resolvent equation definingH (s) , (resp.H (a) ) in terms ofB (s) , (resp.B (a) ) through expressions of the form:
In this resolution,B (s) andB (a) are now considered as given and satisfying the bounds (4.4) for all t < 0 and ℜeλ t > N B . In Eq (4.8), the notations of Proposition A3 have been simplified by putting NB(s),(a) (ζ, ζ ′ ; t, λ t ) = NB(s),(a) |α=1 (t, λ t ; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ )) and
SinceH (s) andH (a) are already known to be holomorphic in λ t in the half-
(in view of the axiomatic bounds (3.27) on H; see Sec 3.3), the resolution (4.8) provides a meromorphic continuation ofH (s) andH (a) in the strip N B < ℜeλ t ≤ N H , whose poles are given respectively by the zeros of DB (s) (t, λ t ) and DB (a) (t, λ t ): the locations of the latter in the λ t −plane will be denoted respectively by λ t = λ j (s) (t), λ t = λ j (a) (t).
Moreover, we notice that, in view of the bounds (4.4) onB (s),(a) , the last part of Proposition A3 can be applied. It follows that, under our assumptions on B, the poles λ t = λ j (s) (t), λ t = λ j (a) (t) ofH (s) andH (a) are confined in a bounded region 4 of the form {λ t ; N B < ℜeλ t ≤ N H , |ℑmλ t | < ν Ψ (t)} which shrinks for increasing values of |t| and disappears for t smaller than some value t Ψ < 0. Finally, by applying the majorization (A.22) with
, we obtain the following bounds which hold uniformly for all (ζ, ζ
and t ≤ −ε, for any given ε (ε > 0):
(the constant Φ ′ (ε) max being given by the bound on the entire function Φ ′ of (A.22), whose argument is uniformly bounded in λ t and t for t ≤ −ε). Besides, for |ℑmλ t | > A(t), with A(t) sufficiently large, and N B < ℜeλ t ≤ N H , one can satisfy the inequality |D B (s),(a) (t, λ t ) − 1| < 1 2 (in view of (A.19)), and therefore the bound (4.9) can be advantageously replaced by H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) = H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) and therefore also (in view of Eq. (3.54)):
. It follows that the poles λ t = λ j (s),(a) (t) resulting from Eq. (4.8) can only be produced either at real values or at pairs of complex conjugate values. Note however that in the range t < 0 considered here, the case of real poles appears to be more "physical", as it can be illustrated by simple models of BS-kernels.
b) Reggeon structure of the four-point function:
We shall now show that the previous properties of meromorphic continuation ofH (s) andH (a) imply the existence of a peculiar structure of the four-point function H([k]) ≡ H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) as a function of t and cos Θ t . This will be done by starting from the inversion formula (see Eq (4.89) in Theorem 5 of [1] ), which allows one to reexpress H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) for all cos Θ t in the cut-plane
. In view of the bounds (3.27) on H and correspondingly of the bounds (3.57) onH
, formula (4.89) of [1] can be applied 5 and yields:
λ (cos Θ t ) denotes the first-kind Legendre function in dimension d , whose integral representation is given by Eq. (4.64) of [1] .
The absolute convergence of the integral at the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.11) is ensured for all cos Θ t in Π ( uniformly in cos Θ t ) by appropriate exponential decrease properties of the integration kernels with respect to the variable ν = ℑmλ. These properties result from the following bounds on the Legendre functions P By now taking advantage of the meromorphic continuation ofH (s) andH (a) in the strip N B < ℜeλ t ≤ N H together with the uniform bound (4.10) on these functions when |ℑmλ t | tends to infinity, one can shift the integration line in formula (4.11) from its initial position to the line ℜeλ t = N B , provided one extracts residue terms corresponding to all the poles λ t = λ j (s) (t), λ t = λ j (a) (t) contained in the strip. For simplicity, let us assume that there exists only one simple pole at λ t = λ (s) (t) real forH (s) and one simple pole at λ t = λ (a) (t) real forH (a) . Then the expression (4.11) of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) can be replaced by the following one:
where ResH (s),(a) denotes the residue ofH (s),(a) at the corresponding pole λ t = λ (s),(a) (t).
Two important features of the previous expression of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ) deserve to be analysed:
In view of the dependence on ℑmΘ t of the bound (4.12), it follows that the two integrals as well as the last term at the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.13) are functions of cos Θ t which are bounded at infinity by | cos Θ t | NB . The first two terms at the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.13) then appear as the leading terms giving the asymptotic behaviour at infinity of H (ζ,ζ ′ ,t) (cos Θ t ). This asymptotic behaviour exhibits rates of increase which are those of P term of the type (s) (no antisymmetric contribution occurring in that case) in which the vertex function φ (s) (ζ 1 , ζ 2 , t) is precisely the (amputated) three-point function of the field φ; similar asymptotic properties of the n−point functions of that field should also be specified. This suggests various types of investigations for the future, either in the purely axiomatic approach (analytic continuation of the CAM structure of the four-point functions with respect to the complex variables ζ, ζ ′ and t, extension of the CAM formalism to the n−point functions) or in the framework of models of BS-equations (study of the self-consistency of the structure of Reggeized field).
APPENDIX
We give a unified treatment of the various versions of BS-equation presented in Sec.3., in which the integration space either contains or is identical with the space of mass variables {ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) ∈ ∆ t } equivalent to {(ρ, w); ρ ≥ 0, w ∈ R} (see Eqs (3.3)...(3.6)). One is led to use the N /D−resolution of Fredholm resolvent equations in a complex analysis framework, in the following way. (3.8) ). Alternatively, the kernel may also depend on the complex parameter λ t varying in a half-plane C (N ) + , here represented by ⋆: this is the case for the kernelsH
(s),(a) ) (see Eq. (3.54)). Our treatment of the BS-equation is valid for the whole range t < 0 and allows one to study the regularity of the solution for t tending to −∞ rather than for t tending to zero. Indications for the treatment of the latter are given at the end.
F is assumed to satisfy a bound of the following form:
and one considers the following Fredholm resolvent equation:
in the latter, the weight G[t; ρ, w] is assumed to satisfy the following uniform bound:
with r > max N + N = N B ) . Similarly the bound (3.12) on G implies (A.3) for all t < 0 (with c r = 4 r c). According to the standard Fredholm argument, one introduces the following entire series in α: 5) where
, and for p ≥ 1 :
In the latter, we have used a shortened notation for determinants of order p + 1 (resp. p) under the integral at the r.h.s. of (A.6) (resp. (A.7)). The convergence of the integrals at the r.h.s. of Eqs (A.6),(A.7) is ensured by the bounds (A.1),(A.3); in fact, by introducing the functions
which are bounded in modulus by 1, one can rewrite the determinants under the integrals of (A.6),(A.7) respectively as follows:
In the latter the determinants are similar to those of Eqs (A.6),(A.7), with F replaced by F ; therefore, in view of Hadamard's majorization, they are respectively bounded in modulus by (p+1) 
In the latter, M (⋆,Γ) denotes a constant (independent of t), which is expressed as follows:
where we have put
It now follows from the bounds (A.10), (A.11) , that the entire series (A.4),(A.5) are majorized in the whole complex α−plane by convergent series; N F and D F are thus defined as entire functions of α satisfying the following bounds:
where
The solution of the Fredholm resolvent equation (A.2) is then obtained as a meromorphic function of α (in C), namely :
In the applications of this result to the solutions of BS-type equations (of the form H = B + B • H), the Fredholm parameter α is fixed at either value −1 or +1, according to whether H or B is considered as given, so that one has:
In all cases, it is therefore important to justify the fact that the functions D H|α=−1 (t, ⋆) and D B|α=1 (t, ⋆) are not identically equal to zero, which is done below by considering large values of |t|: in this connection, the crucial assumption for solving BS-type equations is the choice of a "regularized double-propagator" G[t; ρ, w] satisfying the bounds (A.3).
a) BS-equation in the mass variables and complex angular variables:
We apply the previous analysis to the case when F ≡ F (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ),
F is assumed to satisfy a bound of the general form (A.1), with a constant C (⋆,•,• ′ ) ≡ C (z,z ′ ) , appropriately chosen (according to (3.27)) as follows:
(with cos Θ t = −z · z ′ ). The support of Γ is equal to the Euclidean sphere S d−1 in its "initial situation" Γ 0 (see Sec 3.1); it is then distorted in X (c) d−1 (e.g. in the way described in the study of * (c) −convolution of perikernels in [11] ), being always submitted to the condition that Γ × Γ belongs to X (c)
for all (ζ, ζ ′ , t) (or (t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ )). This condition takes into account the fact that F is (for each (t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ )) holomorphic in the domain of a perikernel on X (c)
d−1 and expresses the requirement that in all the integrals (A.6) the integration space in (z 1 , . . . , z p ) should belong (for each (t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ )) to the holomorphy domain of the integrand. The use of such integrals (A.6), with integration cycles "floating in complex space" implies the fact (see [13] , Proposition 1) that N F (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ; α) is for each fixed values of (t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , α) a holomorphic function of (z, z ′ ) in the domain covered by the distortion of Γ × Γ:
according to [11] , this is the full domain D We now notice that since the integrals D (p) (t) (see Eq (A.7)) do not contain the external variables z, z ′ , it is not worthwhile to distort the integration cycle Γ in the latter. Γ can be kept equal to Γ 0 , so that the expression (A.12) yields a fixed numerical constant M (Γ0) ≡ M 0 , relevant for the bounds (A.11) on the functions D (p) ( (AreaΓ 0 ) being equal to the area of the sphere S d−1 ). It then follows from the bound (A.14) that one has:
(1 + |t|)N |t| r− since Φ is an entire function which vanishes at the origin (see Eq (A.15)), and sinceN − r + 1 2 < 0, there exists a value t = t 1 < 0 such that for all t ∈] − ∞, t 1 ] the function D F |α=±1 (t) does not vanish (Note that t 1 can be made arbitrarily close to zero if the constant c r in (A.3) can be taken arbitrarily small). This shows:
Proposition A1
The solution R F |α=±1 (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ) = If one now makes use of the assumption that F (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ) ≡ F ([k]) satisfies the axiomatic analyticity properties of a four-point function [16] , one obtains as a by-product of [8, 9] the following results:
i) There exists a complex neighborhood V of the half-line {t; t < 0} in which D F |α=±1 (t) admits an analytic continuation, with D F |α=±1 (t) = 0 for ℜet < t 1 (for some t 1 < 0).
ii) There exists a complex neighborhood of the following set: {(t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ); t ∈ V, ρ ≥ 0, w ∈ R, ρ ′ ≥ 0, w ′ ∈ R, (z, z ′ ) ∈ S d−1 × S d−1 }, in which N F |α=±1 (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ) admits an analytic continuation. These results are obtained (according to [8, 9] ) by performing a small distortion of the Euclidean integration contour E d+1 (here reprsented by the set {(ρ, w, z); ρ ≥ 0, w ∈ R, z ∈ S d−1 }) inside the axiomatic analyticity domain of F and by using the corresponding properties of analytic continuation of the functions N F and D F .
By now putting together the latter results and those of Proposition A1 and by applying a standard technique of analytic completion ( see e.g. Appendix A of [1] ), one obtains: Proposition A2 The function N F |α=±1 (resp. R F |α=±1 ) admits an analytic (resp. meromorphic) continuation in a complex neighborhood of the set {(t, ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ , z, z ′ ); t ∈ V, ρ ≥ 0, w ∈ R, ρ ′ ≥ 0, w ′ ∈ R, (z, z ′ ) ∈ D (per) }.
b) BS-equation with dependence on the complex angular momentum variable:
As a second application, we consider the case when F ≡ F (t, λ t ; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ ), In the general case when C(λ t ) is a locally bounded function , there exists a value t = t C < 0 depending on C(λ t ) such that for each t < t C , R F |α=±1 is holomorphic in a region of the form {λ t ; ℜeλ t > N, |λ t − N | < λ C (t)}, with λ C (t) increasing with |t| and tending to infinity for t → −∞.
Moreover, the following specifications hold: i) Let C(λ t ) = Ψ(|ℑmλ t |) where Ψ denotes a bounded positive function on [0, ∞[, tending to zero at infinity. Then there exists a value t = t Ψ ≤t such that for each t < t Ψ , R F |α=±1 is holomorphic in C (N ) + . Moreover, for t Ψ ≤ t <t, R F |α=±1 is holomorphic in a region of the form {λ t ; ℜeλ t > N, |ℑmλ t | > ν Ψ (t)}, with ν Ψ (t) decreasing with |t| and such that ν Ψ (t Ψ ) = 0.
ii) Let C(λ t ) = Ψ(|ℑmλ t |) × e −(ℜeλt−N )v0 , with v 0 > 0 and Ψ as above. Then for t Ψ < t < 0, R F |α=±1 is holomorphic outside a region of the form {λ t ; N < ℜeλ t < N v0 (t), |ℑmλ t | ≤ ν Ψ (t)} in C Remark The treatment of the BS-equation (3.26) for partial waves, namely when F ≡f ℓ (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ ), is similar (and even contained in the latter statement for λ t = ℓ > N iff ℓ (t; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ ) = F (t, ℓ; ρ, w, ρ ′ , w ′ )). The specification ii) can then also be kept with C(λ t ) replaced by C ℓ = Ψ 0 × e −(ℓ−N )v0 .
Treatment near t = 0: In a range of the formt ≤ t ≤ 0, it is preferable to introduce the variables W = |t| By repeating all the previous computations with these new variables , one would obtain that for r > max(N + d 2 , 2N + 1), the Fredholm formulae are still applicable in the closed intervalt ≤ t ≤ 0, the r.h.s. of (A.14) being now replaced by Φ |α|M (⋆,Γ) (1 + |t|) N 2 . In particular, the analysis of the possible localization of the poles in the λ t −plane given in Proposition A3 can be extended to all values of t, with t ≤ 0.
